In the recent studies of four-dimensional Einstein-Hilbert action, quite a few interesting results such as the Kawai-Lewellen-Tye (KLT) relations, MHV-Lagrangian and quadratic forms have been reported. These results naturally raise an important question: Whether these results are valid for the modified theories of gravity in 4-dimensions? In this work, we consider R + α R 2 gravity and derive the complete quartic interaction vertex in light-cone gauge. We then discuss the implications of the results for KLT relations, and computing MHV amplitudes.
Introduction
General relativity has been highly successful in describing both, the weak field regime (solar system) and the strong field regime (Black-hole, Neutron stars) [1] . However, quantum theory of gravity based on the Einstein-Hilbert action and quantum mechanics is not renormalizable [2] . In the recent past, the study of quantum field theory aspects of general relativity and Supergravity has led to a few interesting results.
In the past three decades, the perturbative analysis of Einstein-Hilbert action has revealed few striking results [3, 4, 5, 6 ]:
(a) The Kawai-Lewellen-Tye (KLT) relations, observed in string theory, state that the closed-string amplitudes factorize into open-string amplitudes [7] . In quantum field theory limit -in the light-cone gauge -the KLT relations imply that the tree-level gravity amplitudes are the product of tree-level amplitudes of Yang-Mills theory [5] . Although the KLT relations are valid only at the tree-level, they have been used to obtain the quantum loops using unitarity based methods. In principle, the complete (order by order) S-matrix of gravity can be obtained using this method [8] . Besides, the tree-level cubic amplitude of light-cone higher spin theories when expressed in spinor-helicity formalism manifest KLT-like relations, thereby extending this relation beyond Yang-Mills (spin-1) and gravity (spin-2) system [9] .
(b) The tree-level amplitudes in which only two external legs carry negative helicity are called maximally helicity violating (MHV) amplitudes. These amplitudes take very compact form and factorize with spinor-helicity brackets [10] . In Ref. [5] , authors obtain MHV vertices of gravity through field redefinition and the existence of KLT relations at the level of Lagrangian.
(c) It has been proposed that the surprising ultra-violet finiteness of N = 8 supergravity is due to the hidden underlying symmetry principle which is present in pure gravity itself [11] . Usually, symmetry principles stem from simple mathematical structures. It was shown that the Hamiltonian of pure gravity, in four dimensions, can be written in a simple mathematical form -quadratic forms of an operator Dh [6] . Also, it was shown that the Hamiltonian up to quartic order is invariant under residual symmetry transformation whereas Dh transforms covariantly only up to cubic order.
On the other hand, the interaction of quantum matter field with the background curvature indicates that the higher order curvature invariants need to be added to the EinsteinHilbert action [12, 13] . The cosmological observations of the late-time cosmic acceleration also suggest that the gravity may be modified at the largest possible scales [14, 15] . In this work, we consider one of the simplest extension of general relativity -f (R) gravity:
where f (R) is a power series defined by
where R is the scalar curvature and a n represents the coefficient of the nth term. Amongst modified theories, f (R) gravity is special as it does not suffer from Ostrogradsky instability (no ghost fields) and thus avoids violation of unitarity [16] .
The above mentioned interesting results, in general relativity, motivate us to ask the following questions: Which of the above results is unique to general relativity and which will continue to hold for modified theories of gravity like f (R)? Specifically, will the KLT relations be valid for f (R) theories of gravity? In f (R) theories, what happens to the field redefinition and consequently the MHV vertices? Do these quadratic forms exist with the higher derivative interaction terms? How does the Hamiltonian and the quadratic forms transform under the residual symmetry transformation?
In a nutshell, this research program aims to extend the above mentioned results to f (R) gravity. In a similar program, authors have computed the Einstein-Hilbert action in lightcone gauge on maximally symmetric spacetimes with the non-vanishing cosmological constant, i.e., curved backgrounds [17] .
Hence, keeping this in mind, the present study is to set the bare-bone of the formalism to obtain fourth order metric derivative correction at quartic order. To keep the calculations transparent, we first consider R + αR 2 model and then extend the results to general f (R).
The organization of the paper is as follows. In Sec. 2, we briefly review the R + αR 2 gravity, and field content of the theory. We begin Sec. 3 with the light-cone gauge formulation and discuss the need for a new gauge choice. We expand the action -up to quartic order including higher derivative interaction vertex and also obtain action in helicity basis (see Sec. 3.3). In Sec. 4, we generalize the results for general f (R)-gravity. In the final section, we briefly discuss the implications of the results.
In this work, the 4-dimensional metric signature we adopt is (−, +, +, +), and κ 2 = 8πG.
We begin with the following action
where g is the determinant of space-time metric. It is important to note that the quadratic term will contribute when αR 2 is comparable with the Einstein-Hilbert term or in the small length scales. The above action leads to a consistent inflationary model of the early Universe [18] .
The field equations corresponding to the above action (3) is
We write the above field equations as
where
where ∇ µ is the covariant derivative and ✷ = ∇ µ ∇ µ is the d'Alembartian operator.
Field content
The addition of higher curvature terms to the Einstein-Hilbert action preserves diffeomorphism invariance. However, f (R) theory has an extra scalar degree of freedom [19] . In fact, through conformal transformation, it can be shown that the quadratic theory (R + αR 2 ) is equivalent to the Einstein-Hilbert action plus a scalar field (minimally coupled scalar-tensor theory of gravity) [20] . The above equivalence is valid for general f (R) theory [21, 15] . By making use of Newman-Penrose formalism [22] , it was found that the scalar field induces the longitudinal polarization and the authors claimed that there are four degrees of freedom [23] . Subsequently, this claim was supported by arguing that the traceless condition cannot be implemented [24] .
However, later it was pointed out that there is no problem in implementing the transversetraceless condition and there are only three degrees of freedom [25] . Liang et al. showed that there are three physical degrees of freedom in f (R) gravity, i. e., plus '+', cross '×', and a mix of transverse and longitudinal polarization excited by the massive scalar degree of freedom [26] .
Perturbative action
For the Minkowski spacetime metric with signature (−, +, +, +), the light-cone coordinates are
We choose x + as the light-cone time coordinate and − i ∂ + as the light-cone Hamiltonian. Now ∂ − is the spatial derivative and its inverse
(an operator unique to light-cone field theory) is an integration and defined using the prescription given in Ref. [27] . Finally, the components of a vector are A µ = (A + , A − , A i ), where i = 1, 2.
In the covariant formulation, the perturbation of the metric about the Minkowski background is
Using g µν g νρ = δ ρ µ , the inverse of the metric g µν is given by
Note that the indices are raised and lowered using η µν = diag(−, +, +, +), i. e., h µν = η µα η νβ h αβ .
Gauge choices and constraint relations
The invariance of the Einstein-Hilbert action under general coordinate transformation allows four gauge choices in four dimensions. By solving the constraint equations of motion, it is possible to eliminate all the other unphysical degrees of freedom. This procedure generates higher order interaction terms, a characteristic feature of gauge field theory formulations in light-cone gauge.
The perturbative Einstein-Hilbert action in light-cone gauge has been extensively studied [3, 4] . In the case of the Einstein-Hilbert action, the usual gauge choices in light-cone coordinates are h −µ = 0 [3, 4] . However, these gauge choices are not useful, for f (R), due to the following reasons:
1. In the case of general relativity, R satisfies an algebraic equation R = 0. However, in the case of R + α R 2 gravity, R satisfies an independent wave-equation [15] . Taking the trace of the equations of motion (4), we get:
The above wave equation should not come as a surprise because R + α R 2 gravity is a higher derivative theory and contains the fourth derivative of the metric. The advantage of this theory is that the fourth order derivative separates into two secondorder equations of motion -Effective Einstein's equations (5) and the wave equation of R. To obtain higher order vertices, we need to take into account the above wave equation.
2. It is important to note that the trace equation (10) does not vanish when we consider metric perturbations about the flat background. In other words, the perturbed Ricci scalar is like a propagating scalar field in flat spacetime. Thus, the presence of propagating scalar curvature in the field equation (4) makes the constraint equations unsolvable. Consequently, the redundant degrees of freedom cannot be integrated out in terms of physical fields.
Therefore, in order to make the constraint equations solvable, we make the following gauge choices (like in Ref. [28] ):
or equivalently, h −µ = a R η −µ . Here, R is the Ricci scalar, and a is an unknown parameter which will be determined by the constraint equations. In equation (11), we have chosen the propagating scalar curvature (φ = R) as metric component by setting h +− = − a R. As a result of this gauge choice, the Einstein-Hilbert action will contribute to higher derivative interaction vertices (see the Appendix).
Now we linearly expand constraint components of the equations of motion Σ µν = 0 with Ricci tensor defined as
For a = α 2 κ 2 , the above equation leads to
For an arbitrary function h µ µ , the above relation implies that h µν is traceless (h µ µ = 0) [29] . The other constraint relations yield
and
Observe that the two unphysical degrees of freedom, h +i and h ++ , can be written in terms of physical fields h ij . The inverse of h +i and h ++ are related through the following relations.
Note that we consider only first-order terms while eliminating the unphysical degrees of freedom and also to obtain the above inverse relation. Further, we redefine the field
and observe that the new field h ′ ij is traceless, ie.
For further calculations we drop the prime sign from h ′ ij . Using the equations (11), (14) and (15), we obtain
We rescale the field h as
In the rest of this section, we expand the action (3) -up to quartic order including higherderivative interaction vertex -in the real and helicity basis.
Results in the real basis
The action at O(h 2 ) is
with
Action at O(h 3 ) reads
We see that the cubic vertex derived purely from the Einstein-Hilbert action is free from time derivatives as derived earlier in Ref. [3] . Note that the α R 2 term in the action (3) does not contribute to the cubic vertex. This becomes clear from the following arguments.
Since, R for η µν (say -R) = 0 and gauge fixed R at O(h) = 0. Therefore the contribution of α R 2 at O(h 3 ) to the Lagrangian vanishes.
The quartic vertex, from the Einstein-Hilbert term of the action, reads as
Due to the gauge choice (11), the Einstein-Hilbert action contributes to the higher-order interaction vertices. (See also Appendix.) The higher-derivative correction to the quartic order is
It is important to note that we have dropped the boundary terms while obtaining the above results. In the previous studies of light-cone gravity, redundant degrees of freedom are eliminated by expressing them in terms of higher order (in fact infinite order) function of the physical field h ij [3, 4] . This is achieved by solving the constraint equations. This procedure introduces interaction terms which are not obtained in the usual covariant formulation. For instance, this methodology has been utilized to obtain the enormous quintic interaction vertex of the Einstein-Hilbert action [30] . In this paper, we obtain the unphysical fields in terms of physical fields only up to linear order, therefore, equation (25) does not contain all the interaction terms. However, a suitable field redefinition should suffice to link the interaction terms in equation (25) with that obtained in Refs. [3, 4] . (Note that the cubic term matches with Ref. [3, 4] up to a factor of 2.) On the contrary, we require only the first order perturbations to compute the fourth order derivative correction terms to the Lagrangian at O(h 4 ). Therefore, the fourth order derivative quartic vertex in equation (26) is the complete expression.
Results in the helicity basis
In this section, we compute the perturbative action in helicity eigenbasis. As it is known, to specify the helicity states of a particle with spin s, it is not necessary to have the equation of motion for such a particle, it is enough to know that the equation exists. For the action (3), this amounts to the fact that we do not need the explicit equation of motion of R, it is sufficient to know that an equation of motion of R exists.
Here we list all the results of Sec. (3.2) in helicity eigenbasis. We obtain this by transforming the transverse coordinates and their derivatives as
The fields transform as
where h andh represent '+2' and '-2' helicities of graviton respectively. The Lagrangian in the equation (3), up to cubic order, reads
The quartic vertex reads
Finally, the higher derivative action at quartic order is
Generalization to generic f (R) gravity
The action of f (R) theory of gravity in vacuum is
The corresponding equation of motion can be written as in eq. (5), where the effective energy-momentum tensor is given by
The variation of the above equation under perturbation is δ f ′ (R) = 2 a 2 δR + 6 a 3R δR + higher order terms,
whereR is scalar curvature corresponding to the background metric and δR is variation in the scalar curvature due to perturbation. For flat spacetime,R = 0, therefore only the first term (36) survives and all the higher order terms vanish. We substitute a 2 = α 4 in (36) and get
AboutR = 0 [31] , the variation of T eff µν under perturbation g µν =ḡ µν + δ g µν yields
After substituting δf ′ (R) in equation (38), we observe that it is identical to the δT eff µν obtained from equation (6) . Therefore, all the results obtained above for R + αR 2 gravity are valid for f (R) gravity. Note that the above analysis is valid only when f (R) is a power series of scalar curvature as given in eq. (33).
We would like to point to the readers that, we have reported the formalism to compute the higher derivative interaction vertices of f (R) gravity. In this work, we have explicitly obtained the quartic interaction vertex. For the future research, this formalism can be utilized to compute the higher order interaction vertices (higher than quartic) of f (R) gravity. This can be done by incorporating the higher order terms in the constraint relations (14)- (15) and extending R (2) → R (3) (where R (3) contains terms at order h 3 ) and so on.
Discussion and conclusions
As expected the final result in equation (31) involves scalar curvature, which we can write in terms of two polarizations of the gravitational field. Observe that the equation (31) contains terms, both, linear and quadratic in time derivative: ∂ + . In Ref. [4] , the authors showed that the linear ∂ + dependence of the quartic vertex could be lifted to higher orders using field re-definition. However, due to the quadratic terms in ∂ + the method in Ref. [4] is not applicable here. It will be interesting to find the type of field redefinition that would make the quartic derivative correction to the action free from ∂ + . The removal of ∂ + dependence from interaction vertices is necessary for the realization of MHV-amplitudes and to obtain the quadratic forms of the Hamiltonian.
There have been recent studies to obtain the KLT relations for conformal gravity [32] . Specifically, the authors study the scattering amplitudes of conformal gravity theories and explore the double-copy/KLT relations to develop a better understanding of the conformal gravity. However, it will be interesting to explore the KLT relations relating f (R) gravity (without Weyl terms) and four derivative gauge theory scattering amplitudes in spinor helicity formalism [10] . The quartic derivative Lagrangian of Yang-Mills theory that we can consider is [33] 
where m is a dimensionful parameter and γ a constant.
However, it is unclear what would be the stringy origin of this KLT-type relation in higher derivative gravity and Yang-Mills theory.
The scalar-tensor theory of gravity and f (R)-gravity are conformally equivalent [20] . Can we establish a similar equivalence between the two theories at the level of perturbative Lagrangian [34] ? Also, in a recent study of one-loop divergences of f (R)-gravity and scalartensor theory of gravity, it was shown that the classical equivalence between the two breaks by off-shell quantum corrections, however, restored on-shell [35] .
As mentioned above, the f (R) gravity is conformally related to scalar-tensor theory which leads to a consistent inflationary model of the early Universe [18] . In cosmology, beyond linear perturbation theory, it is difficult to simplify the perturbation equations with gaugeinvariant variables alone [36] . Recently, several field theory techniques like BRST are employed to go beyond the linear order [37] . The results obtained here is an initial step to use light-cone gauge for further studies of the modified theories gravity.
Contributors to higher derivative action at O(h 4 )
We list below the contributions to equation (26) from the kinetic and cubic vertices of the Einstein-Hilbert action.
Contributions from kinetic terms:
(A-1)
Contributions from cubic terms:
The action in equation (26) is obtained by adding the equations (A-1),(A-2) and second term of equation (3) (after rescaling it as defined in equation (19) ).
